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3. Model description and theory 
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1. Build a model coupling the tire 
structure and air cavity
2. Identify tire structural vibration
3. Study sound characteristics in 
interior air cavity
4. Investigate spinning influence
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2. Literature review
A coupled tire structure/acoustic cavity model
Effects of rotation on the dynamics of a circular 
cylindrical shell with application to tire vibration
Structure-borne sound on a smooth tyre
Effects of Coriolis acceleration on the free and forced in-
plane vibrations of rotating rings on elastic foundation
Coupled vibration analysis of fluid-filled cylindrical 
shells using the wave propagation approach





Molisani, Burdisso and Tsihlas
Zhang, Liu and Lam
2. Model description and theory
Old Model* Improved Model
Advantage: 
1. Ring structure has curvature and bending 
stiffness thus support more wave types
2. Waveguide is modeled as a circular 




1. Structural modes of the tire 
2. Internal air cavity acoustical modes
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* Cao&Bolton, NoiseCon 2013
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Configuration 1
Ring density ρ = 1200 kg/m3 Ring thickness h = 0.008 m
Air density ρ0 = 1.24 kg/m
3 Inflation pressure P = 10300 Pa
Outer radius r1 = 0.318 m Radial stiffness Kw= 1×10
5 N/m
Inner radius r2 = 0.218 m Tangential stiffness Ku= 1×10
5 N/m
Ring depth b = 0.16 m Young’s modulus E = 4.8×108
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Equation of motion:
External LoadRotation related term
Pretension term
Axle stiffness
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However, we still assume the internal air cavity as a two-dimensional uniform flow in a 
straight duct. The air cavity is described as
where v is the uniform flow in x direction. We also assume harmonic solution 
To relate this coordinate with the previous circular coordinate, 
where Ω is the angular speed of the spinning tire, R is the radius and kx is the wave 
number in x direction in the air cavity
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With the above two boundary condition, we are able to relate the two coefficients A and B 
in assumed solution of air cavity to the coefficients σ in assumed solution of ring structural 
w direction motion,
1A C 2B C 
Substitute the assumed solutions into the differential equation and we can obtain 
1 2( , )Air C C 
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Solving the following equation
needs to provide one of the two unknown parameters ω and kθ.
It is easier to provide kθ since kθ •2π = m•2π which kθ is equal to the mode number.
So the objective would be to solve for the first few ω’s on a given kθ., which would 















3. Brief account of experiment
Experiments on tires have been made to support the findings from the above 
theoretical model.
• Radial tread band velocity were measured 
along an off-center groove at equally space 
points circumferentially
• A spatial Fourier transform was performed 
to identify dispersion characteristics
• Results show the wave propagation 
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SOLVE
Natural frequency fm
Static Case Spinning Case (30rad/s)



















1st  acoustical mode1st structural mode
2nd structural mode
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2nd   structural mode 3rd acoustical mode
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Good radiation efficiencyPoor radiation efficiency
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4. Results review















0 15.72 15.72 174.74 174.74 457.43 457.43
5 15.70 15.70 175.52 173.96 459.01 455.86
10 15.64 15.64 176.31 173.18 460.60 454.30
15 15.55 15.55 177.09 172.39 462.20 452.75
20 15.42 15.42 177.87 171.61 463.87 451.21
25 15.24 15.24 178.65 170.82 465.57 449.68






Phase speed for 
positive going wave = 
negative going wave
Generally, the positive going wave 
has a higher natural frequency 
than a negative going wave.
Table of natural frequencies for selected modes 
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5. Conclusion
By looking at the results obtained from the improved model, we 
can discover that:
 The improved model supports more structural waves
 First order rigid body motion of tire was observed
 The expansion and contraction motion of tire was captured
 Frequency split phenomenon showed up as expected by 
adding the rotation
 Pressure distribution in the tire explained the results 
reasonably
 Experimental results conformed to model prediction 
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Thank you
Questions?
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